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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the beginning of time man has had a tendency to be tardy 

from time to time. This is not necessarily a natural tendency for al 1 

people but it does occur rather frequently with some individuals. 

A general view of the gravity of the problem of tardiness is well 

summarized in a statement by Paul Monroe who said: 

The problem of reducing unpunctuality or tardiness is similar to 
that of eliminating unnecessary absences. An interesting school 
life increases school attendance, as morning exercises or assem¬ 
blies reduce tardiness. It occurs now and then that teachers 
make children feel the disgrace of tardiness so keenly that they 
prefer to absent themselves from school a half day to being late. 
Such an emphasis is obviously unwarranted.^ 

With the system of public education as it is with classes scheduled 

at specific hours, schools located in decentralized positions for the 

students, and a host of contingencies, some individuals find it difficult 

to arrive at the school at the prescribed time. In line with this there 

are many reasons offered by the various students for being tardy. These 

range from weak and meagre excuses to substantial ones which are accepted 

by the administration as legal reasons for tardiness. 

Tardiness is a problem in the schools, no matter where a person 

goes, and because it is such a problem the writer wanted to investigate 

the status of tardiness in Montana high schools. Therefore, the feeling 

of the need for finding out the reasons for tardiness and general policies 

^Monroe, Paul, A Cyclopedia of Education, The MacMillan Company, 
New York, 1915, Vol. I, p. 285. 
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concerning tardiness led to this investigation. 

Statement of the Problem 

The chief problem of this investigation was to determine the 

causes and reasons for students’ tardinesses. This problem seemed to re¬ 

solve itself into finding answers to the following seven questions: 

1. What is the status of tardiness at attendance sessions 
in the high schools of the United States? 

2. What is the status of tardiness at attendance sessions 
in the high schools of Montana? 

3. What are the most common reasons given by the students 
for being tardy? 

4. What constitutes tardiness in Montana High Schools? 

5. What excuses given by the students are accepted by the 
schools as legitimatly resulting in excused tardinesses? 

6. What policies do the schools of Montana follow in 
assigning penalties for the tardy student? 

7. What are some of the recommendations for reducing the 
problem of tardiness? 

Procedures 

Three procedures were used in conducting the study on Tardiness 

in Montana High Schools. The first was a review of literature to deter¬ 

mine the status of tardiness as it appeared in the United States. The 

second procedure was a study of the status of tardiness in Montana by 

sending questionnaires to all the high schools of every classification 

in Montana: Class AA, Class B5 and Class C. The third procedure involved 

the conducting of interviews with administrators with whom the writer was 

acquainted to gain a deeper insight into the problem of tardiness in the 

various schools. 
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Limitations of Study 

In conducting the study on the tardiness problem in Montana, the 

writer had to place certain limitations. Because of the element of time, 

the study was limited to tardiness at the morning and afternoon attendance 

sessions. Because of the distance between the various high schools, inter¬ 

views were conducted only with administrators of the schools in the Glen¬ 

dive area. 

The first step in the investigation was a review of the available 

literature about tardiness in the United States. This review is presented 

in Chapter two. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The review of literature was for the purpose of determining the 

status of tardiness in the United States. This review of literature 

was limited because there were only a few available reports of studies 

made on tardiness. The results which were found, though few, indicated 

that the problem of tardiness was prevalent throughout the United States 

since the reports came from various sections of the country. Each of the 

reports dealt with a person's study on how to handle the tardiness situ¬ 

ation in his own school. 

It is reasonable to assume that some tardinesses are unavoidable 

and as a result are excusable by the teacher or administrator. Those 

tardinesses which are not unavoidable are the ones which must be studied 

carefully and means brought about to cause a decrease in their number. 

In one of the few studies reported, Schuchat2 outlined the method 

used in his school and reported that it was quite successful. He stated 

that a monitor system was used in the school and that all late comers 

were sent to the basement where they filled out duplicate tardiness forms, 

one copy for the teacher and one for the office. In the office the tardy 

person’s name was placed on a master list in alphabetical order according 

to class as a matter of permanent record. In the event a student was 

tardy three times, he was called in by the attendance counselor for an 

2Schuchat, Irving, "Administration of a Lateness Program," High 
Points, 40: 69-70, A., 5&. (Halsey Junior High School, New York City, 

New York) 
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interview. After this, if the tardiness continued, a letter was sent or 

a phone call made to the parents of the offender to seek their cooperation 

in finding the reason for the tardiness and what could be done to eliminate 

further tardiness. As special means of combating tardiness, Schuchat 

stated that his school sometimes revised the student’s transportation 

schedule, placed the student in a placement service squad, or assigned 

the student as a teacher’s helper. He further stated that compliments 

3 
for promptness worked very successfully. 

Another approach to the tardiness problem was reported by Rants^ 

who was able to reduce the number of tardiness cases from two hundred 

per day to an average of six per day in 1956. The old system in the 

school, according to him, allowed five minutes for passing between classes, 

allowed two tardinesses with each teacher before any detention was given, 

and had no definite rules for tardiness. As a departure from the old 

system of having no definite rules for tardiness or allowing so many tardi¬ 

nesses, the new system had the tardy student report to the vice-principal, 

who handled the tardy records and detention system, and get an admittance 

slip before entering class. Also, the students were allowed only a total 

of two tardinesses before detention was assigned. In some cases the par¬ 

ents of the late comers were contacted and had the state code pertaining 

to tardiness explained to them - that three unexcused tardinesses consti¬ 

tuted one unexcused absence or truancy. Further, the missing of a 

3Ibid. 

^•Rants, Hanford F., "How Are You Handling Tardiness," California 

Journal of Secondary Education, 31: 160, N. 56. (Principal of South 

Junior High School, Downey, California) 
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detention period constituted a truancy. 

As a final step in the new program^ a full-time attendance officer 

was employed who heard the excuses of the students and determined whether 

or not detention should be assigned. Detention under the new regulations 

was one hour for the first unexcused tardiness, two hours for the second^ 

and three hours for all others; however, no detention was assigned on 

rainy days, and in the event the student lived a mile and a half or more 

from school, provisions were made for transportation to his home. If 

detention were assigned, the assignment was made in writing and in dupli¬ 

cate - one copy being retained in the office files and the other sent to 

5 
the home of the student as a 24 hour notice. 

A comparison of the frequency of tardiness between boys and girls 

and the action taken by the teachers were the two main points of the 

/ 

survey taken by D’Amico. In the report, D’Amico stated that he found 

that boys were tardy more frequently than girls and the average number 

of tardinesses per person was also greater among the boys than among the 

girls. It was also noted that in one-half of the student body of 500 

there were no incidences of tardiness. 

The survey made by D’Amico also showed that the action taken by 

the teachers on tardiness varied widely. Some of the teachers took no 

action at all; some took action after the second or third offense; some 

used one-half hour or a full-hour detention as a penalty; some held 

5lbid. 

/ 

°D’Amico, Louis A., "Teacher Treatment of Tardiness," Clearing 
House, 31: loO, N. 56. . 
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conferences; and some had the student write nI shall not be tardy" on the 

blackboard a certain number of times. 

Since there was such a variance in treatment or action toward tar¬ 

diness ^ D,Amico suggested that a uniform policy should be adopted and in 

this way the tardy student would get an opportunity to learn the value of 

promptness. The uniform policy would also help the teachers to realize 

D’Amico’s objective which he states as, "The teacher’s aim should be pre¬ 

vention of tardiness, not the punishment of tardy students."^ 

Handling the "late problem" is very important to new teachers and 

many supervisors are faced with questions about the problem from these 

teachers. Ovard® took it upon himself to complete a list of suggestions 

in handling tardiness which he placed in the teacher’s handbook used in 

Provo, Utah. The list was comprised of fourteen suggestions for handling 

tardiness. The first item on the list was the general policy suggested 

by the administration and the other thirteen items were suggestions from 

experienced teachers about handling tardinesses in the school system. The 

thirteen suggestions are as follows: 

1. Teachers holding students for consultation, teacher work, 
intramurals, or other teacher approved activity shall provide 
the next class instructor with an excuse for the student. 

When a student has three unexcused tardy marks in a given 

class, the teacher should lower the mark one grade unless 

this is waived by the teacher for special guidance purposes. 

7Ibid. 

Q 
Ovard, Glen Fowler, "Suggestions for New Teachers in Handling 

the Late Problem, " National Association of Secondary School Principals 

Bulletin, 43: 144-6, S. 59. (Assistant Professor of Education, College 

of Education, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah) 
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Continued excessive tardiness shall be reported to the attend¬ 

ance committee. 

Teachers should not ask students to perform errands for them 

unless it is an emergency. A proper pass should be given the 

student if such an emergency arises. 

Teachers should not excuse students to go to their lockers for 

books and supplies. It is better to be near the door when the 

student enters and send him to his locker before the class 

starts. 

2. If teachers stand by their doors prior to bell time and close 
the door as the bell rings, students will realize that all 

teachers are starting classes at once. 

3. Start classes immediately when the bell rings. Don't answer 
individual questions until the whole class is under control 

and work commenced. If you give attention to one person, the 

others are waiting; so they see no reason to be on time. 

4. Assume always that arriving on time is necessary. Students 
need to know that you really believe it. 

5. Activity which would be a handicap to the student if missed 
should be planned frequently for the beginning of the class. 

6. Students should never be excused or sent from class for any 

reason without a note or hall pass. The administration and 

any teacher should escort these students back to class. Writ¬ 

ten excuses should be in ink so that they can't be used in the 

future by the student. Teachers should collect passes when 

the student has returned to class. 

7. No class should be dismissed before bell time. 

8. We fine students five cents for being late. Money is turned 

into the FFA treasury for refreshments at meetings. 

9. It has seemed to help me, when I was teaching classes, to be 
in the classroom on time (a revolutionary idea in itself), 
close the door at the sound of the bell, and record anyone 

who came after the door was closed as being tardy. This tar¬ 

diness should be recorded and have an effect on the grade of 
the individual. In addition to subject matter, it seems to 

me that schools should be teaching reliability, responsibility, 

promptness among other things (by precept, at least, if not by 

example). If these things are not learned, it should be indi¬ 

cated in the grade. 

10. I have never had a great deal of trouble with students coming 

late. I'm sure this is because I have emphasized the impor¬ 

tance of being on time and have expected it of every student. 

I expect that every student who comes late should explain why 
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he is late, (a) Students should understand that they are out 

of order and disturbing the class when they are tardy, (b) It 

is my policy to begin roll call immediately as the bell stops 
ringing, (c) Tardiness is one of the items in my social growth 

grading. Students who are not in their seats and ready to call 

roll when the bell stops ringing are penalized. 

11. Have students write their names on the board when they enter 
the room late. No one is forgotten and complete record may 

be kept. 

12. The minute the second bell rings, my class begins. In the li¬ 
brary, everyone begins to study or reac as I call the roll 

silently. When students are late, I remind tham that it is 

just as important to come to the library on time as to any 

other class. No magic formula - but, if they are late, I hear 

their excuse and urge them not to be late again. 

13. I have tried just about everything in the book during the years 
I have taught typing. I have found the following procedure to 

be most effective: Students are not allowed to enter the room 

after the bell has rung without explaining to me while the 

class waits sometimes for that explanation. I think the most 

important thing is to start something the minute the bell rings 

and, if a teacher expects students to be in their seats and 

ready for work, they know they have to be there and they will 

be. Extra assignments for every tardiness over a given number 

works in some cases, but that penalizes the teacher. At least, 

I found that to be true because I never require anything to be 

handed in that I do not examine. I have used this effectively 

in some cases. The student had to type in the morning and 

after school to get all his work in for credit. There is no 

way, in my way of thinking, for a teacher to handle students 
in this problem or in any other, unless he is consistent in 
whatever policy he establishes. Firmness is necessary, but 

with that there must be an understanding attitude, too. I don’t 

know whether people just have this or whether it can be culti¬ 
vated. 

14. I think starting classes immediately reduces lateness to class. 
Busy students require very little discipline. If they know 

important information will be given at the first of the period 
which will affect their marks, they’ll be on time.9 

9Ibid. 
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Ne-wtorr^0 in a report5 "After-School Detention as a Deterrent to 

Tardiness," described his attempt to determine whether or not detention 

was an effective way to curtail tardiness. He noted that some teachers 

said that detention was effective while other teachers claimed that the 

same individuals kept reappearing at "eighth hour" or detention. He 

selected the twelfth grade homeroom as a testing ground to determine the 

effectiveness of detention and conducted his survey over a period of 

four six-weeks periods - three six-weeks periods of the first semester 

and the first six-weeks period of the second semester. The four six- 

weeks periods were divided into two testing periods. Different policies 

on tardiness were used in the two periods and the results compared. Dur¬ 

ing the first period the first four tardinesses were "free," but the 

fifth tardiness and all the following ones were punishable by three 

hours after school, one hour each day for three consecutive days. Dur¬ 

ing the second half of the period of study, no penalty was assigned no 

matter how many tardinesses the student had. 

A close account was kept by eight student assistants and records 

were kept in the office. Perhaps the greatest variance in the number of 

tardinesses was due to the change in the climatic conditions. This, of 

course, caused a rise in tardinesses, especially during the winter storms, 

and was weighted accordingly by a correction factor in the results. 

The following conclusions were arrived at by Newton from his study: 

-^Newton, David E., "After School Detention as a Deterrent to 
Tardiness," National Association of Secondary School Principals Bulletin. 

45: 142-4, May, 6l. (Senior Adviser, Ottawa Hills High School, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan) 
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1. For the vast majority of students5 the frequency of tardi¬ 

ness is not significantly affected by punishment by after 

school detention. 

2. For a relatively small number of students (about 10%) the 
imposition of after school detention is an important factor 

in keeping tardiness at a low figure.-^- 

It is apparent from the reported studies through the country that 

tardiness is a nationwide problem. There is also evidence that tardiness 

has different meanings among the schools of the nation and also among 

the teachers of a single school system. Finally, there appears to be 

no set plan to remedy the situation, nor is there uniformity as to the 

penalty assigned for the tardiness. One item, as judged by reports made 

in the literature, seems fairly consistent: the school should have a 

uniform policy pertaining to tardiness and the policy should be strictly 

enforced. 

Tliis has been a brief look at the tardiness problem in the United 

States. Now the problem is, what is the status of tardiness in Montana? 

Chapter three is a report on a study on tardiness in Montana as determined 

from a questionnaire answered by the administrators of the high schools 

of this state. 

-^"Ibid. 
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CHAPTER III 

TARDINESS IN MONTANA HIGH SCHOOLS 

In order to determine the status of tardiness in Montana the 

writer prepared a questionnaire pertaining to tardiness and sent one to 

the principal of each of the high schools in Montana. One hundred eighty- 

eight questionnaires were sent out to the schools and one hundred fifty- 

one principals of the high schools returned the completed questionnaires. 

The questionnaire, a copjr of which can be found in the Appendix, 

contained five questions pertaining to the problem of tardiness in Montana 

high schools. Each of the first four questions had a number of choices 

which could be selected as the best choice or choices that the administra¬ 

tor to whom the questionnaire was sent could use to describe his school's 

policy on tardiness. The five items on the questionnaire were as follows: 

1. What is the policy of considering a student tardy in your 
school? 

2. What are the most common excuses given by the students for 

arriving at school late? 

3. What reasons given by the students do you consider legitimate 
reasons for excusing the student tardiness? 

4. Does your school punish the student in any way when he is tardy? 
If so, what form of penalty is imposed on the student? 

5. What recommendations do you make to decrease number of tardi¬ 
nesses in high school? 

Definition of Tardiness 

Tardiness is the late or tardy arrival at a given place at a pre¬ 

scribed time. This late arrival can be for the morning session of school, 

for a class, for the afternoon session of school, or other events for 

which promptness is required or requested. The tardiness dealt with in 
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this paper will be the late arrival of a student at school in the morning 

or the afternoon to attend classes in high school. Inquiries were made 

accordingly in order to determine what the policies were pertaining to 

tardiness in Montana. The policy of what constitutes tardiness in the 

high schools will be considered first. 

The Policy of Considering 

a Student Tardy 

The survey of the policies to determine when a student is tardy 

showed that 120 of the 151 schools reporting or 79.5^ of the schools 

counted the student tardy if he was on the school grounds but not in the 

building. One hundred thirty-five schools or 89.4/0 reported that the 

student was tardy if he was in the building but not in the classroom. 

Fifty schools or 33.1$ reported that their school policy was that the 

student was tardy if he was in the classroom but not in his assigned 

seat. One school reported that the policy of determining tardiness was 

left up to the individual teacher while another school reported that the 

student was tardy if he was not in his homeroom when the roll was taken. 

The tabulation of the answers to this question is shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF THE SCHOOLS REPORTING THEIR 

POLICIES FOR CONSIDERING A STUDENT TARDY. 

Policies 
Schools Reporting 

Number Pero.entngo 
On school grounds and 

not in building 120 
In the building and 

not in classroom 

In classroom and 
not in seat .1 

Others 2  3_*3  



Types of Excuses Used by Students 

for Being Tardy 

The second question of the questionnaire asked ■which excuses 

were most frequently used by the students for being tardy. The survey 

showed that the schools reported that the excuses most frequently used 

by the students fell into seventeen areas, as shown in Table 2. The 

seventeen excuses most commonly used were listed because they appeared 

more frequently than the others and at least ten times. There were 

other excuses listed, and these will be discussed briefly. The tabula¬ 

tion of all of the answers can be found in the Appendix. 

Leading the list of excuses used by students is "overslept,I as 

reported by 84.7/3 or 128 of the 151 schools that reported. Following 

in the order of the frequency are "inclement weather" with 71.5/S 

"clock was wrong" with "work at home" with 60.2^, "car trouble" 

with 59.6%, "bad roads" with 55*6%, "car wouldn't start" with 52.3%, 
"held up in previous class" with 50.3$* and "bus was late" with 43.7$. 

In the groups of excuses offered by students for being tardy, the 

second group includes the excuses which appeared with frequency of men¬ 

tion between 32$ and 15$ of the schools reporting. This group includes 

the reasons, according to the frequency of appearance, "running errands,1 

"ride didn’t come on time," "bus trouble," and "ran out of gas." The 

third group of excuses offered by the students includes three excuses 

which appeared at frequencies between 15$ and 7$. These three excuses 

are "train on the crossing," "took someone to work," and "couldn’t get 

served at the cafe." It should be noted that from the difference in the 

recurrence of schools reporting the various reasons that the percentage 

drops rapidly: 13.2$ less in the second than in the first and from 
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TABLE 2. THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS REPORTING THE MOST COMMON 
EXCUSES USED BY STUDENTS ARRIVING AT SCHOOL LATE. 

Scnools Reporting 
Excuse offered Number Percentage 

Overslept 128 84.7 

Inclement weather 108 71.5 

Clock was wrong 98 64.9 

Work at home 91 60.2 

Car trouble 90 59.6 

Bad Roads 84 55.6 

Car wouldn’t start 79 52.3 

Held up in class 76   50.3 

Bus was late 66 43.7 

Running errands 47 31.1 

Flat tire 47 31.1 

Ride wasn’t on time 43 28.4 

Bus trouble 40 26.5 

Ran out of gas 24 15.9 

Train on crossing 18 11.9 

Took someone to work ..     13 8.6 

Not served at cafe 11 7.2 
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84.7/^ to 7^ from the first to the seventeenth. 

The other reasons offered by the students have been placed in 

eleven general classifications and combined to condense the excuses 

offered by the students. Sixteen schools reported that "home delays,” 

"forms of work," or”taking a person from work" were used as excuses; 

thirteen schools reported "lethargy or carelessness;" thirteen schools 

reported "student personal tasks or going to lockers;" eleven schools 

reported "sickness or medical reasons;" eight schools reported "missed 

the bus" or similar excuses; seven schools reported "church attendance;" 

six schools reported "going to the lavatory;" and three schools reported 

"held up in the lunchroom or a school activity." The last three reasons 

for tardiness reported received one listing each: "lost a shoe;" "seek¬ 

ing employment;" and "jail'.' A complete tabulation of the results of this 

portion of the questionnaire can be found in the Appendix. 

The survey on the excuses that the students bring for being tardy 

shows a wide diversity. The excuses most often mentioned is "overslept." 

From this most frequently mentioned excuse, the frequency of mention of 

reasons reported diminishes rapidly. The excuses mentioned fewer times 

include the various types of transportation difficulties, weather, and 

work. The excuses mentioned at a frequency of less than ten throughout 

the state include sickness, carelessness, church attendance, going to 

the lavatory and slow cafe service. 

School Policies on Excused 

Tardinesses 

High schools across Montana have different policies pertaining 

to tardiness. As a result, each school has a different list of reasons 
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for tardinesses which are excusable. The third question of the question¬ 

naire asked for the excuses which the various schools accepted. A check¬ 

list with twenty-two common excuses was placed after the question for 

the convenience of the person answering, and a place was provided for 

additional excused tardinesses, should the need arise. The fourteen 

excuses accepted as legitimate by at least ten schools in Montana are 

listed in Table 3* The other excusable tardinesses are discussed brief¬ 

ly in this section and a complete tabulation of the excuses can be found 

in the Appendix. 

Of the 151 reporting schools. 111 schools or 73*5% accepted ’’bus 

was late" as a legitimate excuse. Following this excuse in the order 

of the frequency of being reported are: "inclement weather," 66.9$; 

"bad roads," 65.5$; "bus trouble," 64.9$; "car trouble," 45$; ,rheld up 

in the previous class," 43$; and "flat tire," 40.0$. This first group 

contains only those excuses which were given by 40$ or more of the 

schools and constitute the largest number of excusable tardinesses. 

The second group includes the excuses which were mentioned in 

the frequencies between 30$ down to 7$. This group, according to the 

frequency with which they were reported, includes: "work at home," 

"car wouldn't start," "train on the crossing," "church attendance," "ran 

out of gas," "traffic jam," and "ride didn't come on time." 

The rest of the excusable tardinesses are grouped into seven gen¬ 

eral areas. These constitute a minority of the reported excuses and the 

frequency of reporting was less than ten. Sixteen schools accepted 

"overslept" or "the clock was wrong" as excusable; six schools accepted 

"taking someone to or from work;" six schools accepted as excuses "running 
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TABLE 3. THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS REPORTING THE REASONS MUCH 
ARE CONSIDERED LEGITIMATE AND CONSTITUTE AN EXCUSED TARDINESS. 

Excuses accepted 
Schools Reporting 

Number Percentage 

Bus was late 111 73.5 

Inclement weather 101 66.9 

Bad roads 99 65.5 

Bus trouble 98 64.9 

Car trouble 68 45.0 

Held up in class 65 43.0 

Flat tire 61 40.4 

Work at home 44 29.1 

Car wouldn’t start 44 29.1 

Train on crossing 35 23.2 

Church attendance 33 21.8 

Ran out of gas 17 11.2 

Traffic .jam 14 9.3 

Ride wasn't on time 12  7*9  
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errands" or "working;" six schools accepted "illness"medical appoint¬ 

ments," or "family emergencies;" three schools accepted the excuses "got 

lost" or "coming from another building;" two schools accepted "slow cafe 

services" or "slow lunch service;" and one school accepted "missing the 

bus." 

The survey showed that "bus was late" was the most frequently 

reported reason for tardiness that was acceptable as an excused tardi¬ 

ness. The other excuses of 40/5 or more frequency were "weather and road 

conditions" and "transportation difficulties." "Work," "medical reasons," 

"church attendance," and "slow lunch service" were among the reasons 

offered by the students which were occasionally excused. 

Penalties for Tardiness 

The fourth question of the questionnaire asked if there was a 

school policy to punish tardy students and what punishment was meted out 

to them. A checklist containing six suggestions was placed after the 

question as an aid to the person answering the questionnaire. A place 

was also provided for the addition of other punishments for tardiness. 

According to the results of the questionnaire, it was discovered that 

the schools of Montana have different methods of punishing the tardy 

students and of trying to discourage further tardinesses. 

The survey showed that of the 151 schools answering the question¬ 

naire, 111 or 73.5$ of the schools had a policy which called for punish¬ 

ing the student whose tardiness was unexcused. 

The second portion of question four was, "What form of penalty 

is imposed upon the tardy student?" There was great diversity in the 

answers, and many of the penalties listed were other than those offered 
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in the questionnaire checklist. The checklist showed that 37 schools 

or 24.5$ imposed detention according to the length of time the student 

was tardy. This form of penalty was followed by 19.2$ who reported that 

the tardy student received a thirty-minute detention for each tardiness; 

12.6$ reported that the tardy student worked around the school for the 

teacher or for the janitor; 9.9$ reported using a fifteen-minute deten¬ 

tion for each tardiness; 7.9$ had the teacher give extra assignments in 

classwork; and 1.3$ used a form of corporal punishment. The number and 

percentage of the schools using punishments listed in the checklist are 

found in Table k, and a tabulation of all types of penalties can be 
found in the Appendix. 

TABLE 4. THE NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS USING THE PENALTIES SUG¬ 

GESTED IN THE CHECKLIST. 

Schools Reporting 

Penalties Number Percentage 

Detention according 

to time tardy 37 24.5 
30 minute detention 

for each tardiness 29 19.2 
work around school for 

teacher or janitor  12   12.6 
15 minute detention 

for each tardiness If 9.9 
Teacher gives extra 

assignments   7.9 
—   - -    

A form of corporal 

punishment 2    

The penalties mentioned other than those on the checklist in the 

questionnaire showed that 16 schools assigned detention of varying lengths 

of time after the second through the sixth unexcused tardiness; 11 schools 

assign detention varying from 45 minutes to two hours for each unexcused 
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tardiness; 6 schools allow no make-up, the student receiving a zero for 

the work missed and an unexcused admittance slip; and 5 schools suspend 

the student after a certain number of unexcused tardinesses. This group 

includes the types of penalties which had a frequency of five or more 

from all the reports. 

Some of the other penalties imposed by the schools for tardinesses 

were mentioned fewer than five times, and they are^therefore, placed in 

this third group. Those penalties which were listed four or fewer times 

in the order of their frequency are: parental conferences after the 

student is tardy several times; the student's grade is lowered; the de¬ 

merit system is used; the student is kept from class for either the 

period or a half-day and he is counted absent for that time; all the 

student's privileges and exemptions are taken away; the tardy student is 

reprimanded; he is assigned a form of writing; the student must report 

to the office or a teacher at a specified time a specified number of times 

and the tardy student must make up the work that he missed. 

Nearly three-fourths of the schools of Montana have a form of pen¬ 

alty or punishment for the tardy student. Punishment is mostly in the 

form of detention, but work assignments are made in some instances. A 

few schools use suspension, grade reduction, taking away privileges, and 

scoldings as the forms of punishment for the tardy pupils. 

Administrators' Recommendations for 

Decreasing Tardiness 

The last question of the questionnaire asked what the administra¬ 

tors of the high schools throughout Montana recommended as a means for 

decreasing the number of tardinesses in school. Of the 151 schools 
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reporting, only 91 submitted suggestions on how to decrease tardiness, 

the tabulation of -which can be found in the Appendix. The survey indi¬ 

cated that there were many different suggestions. Eight suggestions 

which were submitted most frequently by the administrators were placed 

in Table 5. These eight recommendations were listed because they repre¬ 

sent the suggestions which four or more administrators recommended. 

Eighteen administrators suggested that a uniform and strict practice be 

enforced by all teachers. The other seven recommendations are: ten 

recommended detention; ten suggested parental cooperation and education; 

six recommended instilling a sense of responsibility and punctuality in 

the people; four suggested impressing parents, the public, and the stu¬ 

dents with punctuality; four recommended increased outside and extra 

work; four suggested contacting the parents; and four recommended scoldr 

ing or harping at the students. 

TABLE 5. RECOMMENDATIONS OF ADMINISTRATORS FOR DECREASING TARDINESS. 

Recommendations 
Number 

Reporting 
Uniform and strict policy 

followed by all teachers 18 

Detention 10 

Parental cooperation and education 10 
Instill a sense of responsibility 

and punctuality 6 

Increase outside and extra work 4 
Impress parents, public, and 

students with punctuality 4 

Contact parents 4 

Scolding or harping 4 
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Other recommendations were also sent with the questionnaire, but 

the recurrence of these suggestions was from one to three throughout the 

state. Three administrators suggested severe penalty or punishment for 

tardy persons and three other administrators suggested that special re¬ 

cognition be given for punctuality. Two administrators suggested making 

school so interesting that students wouldn't want to and wouldn't miss; 

two recommended developing a healthy student-teacher-school-parent rap¬ 

port; two suggested helping the student schedule himself to start early 

enough; two recommended deducting from grades; and two suggested the 

taking away of privileges. The other thirteen suggestions were each 

recommended by one administrator. They are: strictness in the office; 

stop class attendance for the student; proper administrative attitude; 

corporal punishment if tardiness gets to be a real problem; lengthen the 

passing time between classes; send the student home; have conference 

with repeaters in the office, sometimes with the parents; better roads 

for buses; suspension after a few times; suspension if detention is 

missed, call parents to school; improve student morale; counseling in 

the guidance office; and unexcused tardiness considered in evaluating 

citizenship. 

The survey showed that 91 of the 151 administrators who answered 

the questionnaire had suggestions on how to decrease the number of tardi¬ 

nesses . The largest number of the administrators recommended a uniform 

policy concerning tardiness followed closely by detention and parental 

cooperation and education. Some of the other recommendations included 

contacting parents, scolding, guidance, and stressing responsibility and 

punctuality. 
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The results of the questionnaire showed that 90% of the high 

schools of Montana considered a student tardy if he was not in the class¬ 

room at the time the tardy bell rang. It also showed that many of the 

schools receive the same reasons from the students for tardinesses5 

"overslept" being the most common excuse used. The results further 

showed that school policies differ when considering which excuses for 

being tardy are acceptable. Penalties imposed for tardiness showed a 

wide variation, mostly involving detention or after-school work. The 

recommendations from the administrators for decreasing tardiness ranged 

from various terms of detention to scolding the pupil. 

This has been a brief summary of the results of the questionnaire 

on tardiness. A more detailed discussion of the results con be found 

in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOM'iENDATIONS 

The chief problem of the investigation was to determine the 

causes and the reasons given for students* tardinesses. The procedure 

of the investigation was divided into three steps. The three steps were: 

a review of the literature on the status of tardiness in the United 

States, a review of the information from questionnaires to determine 

the status of tardiness in Montana which were sent to the high school 

principals of the state, and the conducting of interviews with selected 

administrators to gain a deeper insight of the tardiness problem in the 

various schools. 

Summaiy 

Tardiness is a problem which is faced by schools across the na¬ 

tion, as was evidenced by the literature on tardiness. Most of the 

studies which were reported concerned what tardiness was and what methods 

were employed in various schools to discourage tardiness. Each school 

that reported a study on tardiness came up with quite similar results. 

The consensus was that schools should adopt a uniform policy in regard 

to tardiness and enforce this policy. One study reported that detention 

was a deterring influence on tardiness in only about 10% of the cases, 

and othend.se it was of no significant value. Other suggestions to 

reduce tardiness included: "teachers standing by their doors before 

the bell rings," "teachers stressing punctuality," and"teachers refusing 

tardy students admittance to class without a tardy slip." 
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The results of the questionnaire sent to the high school principals 

showed that about 90^ of the schools in Montana said a student was tardy 

if he was not in the classroom at the time the tardy bell rang. The rule 

that a student must be in the classroom and in his seat when the tardy 

bell rings was used by 33% of the schools. 

The two most commonly used reasons for tardiness by students as 

reported according to their frequency are: "overslept," with 84.7^ and 

"inclement weather," with 71.Other frequently reported excuses for 

tardiness are: "transportation difficulties," sickness," and "careless¬ 

ness. " 

The results of the questionnaire also showed that school admini¬ 

strators vary in what they believe to be excused tardinesses. The two 

most frequently reported accepted reasons for tardiness according to 

the frequency of reporting are: "bus was late," 73 • 5% and "inclement 

weather," 66.9/^. Many administrators also agreed that "road conditions" 

and other "transportation difficulties" were excusable. The list of 

excusable tardinesses then narrowed to "medical," "church," "personal," 

or "parental reasons." 

Approximately three-fourths of the schools of Montana impose a 

form of penalty on the student. Of the schools which imposed penalties 

for tardiness, 24.5/S assigned detention according to the length of time 

the student was tardy and 19.2/S assigned 30 minutes detention for each 

tardiness. Other schools used "work assignments," "suspension," "grade 

reduction," "scoldings," or "removal of privileges" as punishments. 
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The recommendations by the administrators for decreasing the number 

of tardinesses varied quite widely. Few of the administrators submitted 

the same recommendation, but "a uniform policy concerning tardiness” 

appeared most frequently, eighteen times. Next to appear most frequently, 

each with ten times, were "detention” and "parental cooperation with the 

school to curb tardiness and acquaintance of the parents with tardiness 

rules." 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the review of litera¬ 

ture and the review of the information from the questionnaire on tardiness 

1. Tardiness is a problem throughout the nation. The reports 
used in the review of literature indicate this because the 
studies on tardiness came from various sections of the country. 

2. Schools have varying policies stating what constitutes a 
tardiness. The majority of the schools state that the student 
must be in the classroom before the tardy bell rings. 

3. Reasons given by students for tardiness have a broad range. 
Each school has a different list of excuses which it receives 
with the greatest frequency. 

4. School policies on excuses which are acceptable vary widely. 
Those tardinesses which are due to reasons other than those 
induced by the student's carelessness or lethargy are usually 
excused. 

5. School policies on punishments for tardiness vary widely. 
The punishment for tardiness also varies in harshness or 
in when the punishment is imposed. 

6. Many methods for curtailing tardiness are used. No one, 
however, has discovered a real solution, one that works in 
all instances, for the tardy problem. 

Recommendations 

It It is the opinion of the writer that every school should develop 

a policy to cope with the tardiness problem. This policy should state 
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what constitutes a tardiness, which tardinesses are excusable, and what 

penalties are to be assigned for tardiness. The school should also pro¬ 

vide a person who will take care of the tardinesses, attendance, and 

penalties (if they are used) and in that way insure a more accurate 

account being kept of these items. Every teacher should take it upon 

himself to stress the importance of punctuality and try to instill a 

sense of responsibility in the students. Above all, the teacher should 

set a good example for the student to follow. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

This questionnaire is designed to help a graduate student at 

Montana State College in his survey to recognize and to help remedy the 
problem of tardiness in the high schools of Montana. The student would 
very much appreciate your filling out the entire questionnaire and re¬ 

turning it to him. 

I. What is the policy of considering a student tardy in your school? 

Is the student tardy when he is - 

1. on the school grounds but not in the building? Y N 

2. in the building but not in the classroom? Y N 

3. in the classroom but not in his assigned desk? Y N 

4. others (specify) 

II. What are the most common excuses used by the student for arriving 

at school late? Check the ten (10) excuses used the most frequently 

in your school system. 

  Flat tire 

  Bad roads 

  Traffic jam 

  Train on crossing 
  Overslept 

  Clock was wrong 

  Couldn't get served at the cafe 

  Bus was late 

  Bus trouble 

  Work at home 

  Car wouldn't start 

  Church attendance 

  Ride didn't come on time 

  Running errands 
  Got lost 

  Held up in previous class 

  Thought it was Saturday 
  Took someone to work 

  Took someone home from work 

  Ran out of gas 
  Car trouble 

  Inclement weather 

  Others not mentioned (Please list) 
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III. Check the reasons listed 'which you would consider legitimate reasons 

for tardiness and therefore excuse them. 

  Flat tire 

  Bad roads 

  Traffic jam 

  Train on crossing 

  Overslept 

  Clock was wrong 

  Couldn’t get served at the cafe 

  Bus was late 

  Bus trouble 

 Work at home 

   Car wouldn’t start 

  Church attendance 

  Ride didn’t come on time 

  Running errands 

  Got lost 

  Held up in the previous class 

  Thought it was Saturday 

  Took someone to work 

  Took someone home from work 

  Ran out of gas 

  Car trouble 

  Inclement weather 

  Others not mentioned (Please list) 

IV. Does your school punish the student in any way when he is tardy? 

  If so, what form of penalty is imposed on the student? 

  15 minute detention for each tardiness 

  30 minute detention for each tardiness 

  detention according to length of time student was tardy 
  work around the school, for teacher, a janitor, etc. 

  a form of corporal punishment 

  have teachers give extra assignments in classwork 
  Others not mentioned (Please list) 

V. What recommendation do you make to decrease the number of tardi¬ 

nesses in high school? 
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TABULATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

I. What is the policy of considering a student tardy in your school? 
Is the student tardy when he is - 

120 1. on the school grounds but not in the building? 

135 2. in the building but not in the classroom? 

50 3. in the classroom but not in his assigned desk? 

1 as the teacher directs. 

1 not in classroom when roll is taken. 

II. What are the most common excuses used by the student for arriving 
at school late? Check the ten (10) excuses used the most frequently 
in your school. 

128 Overslept 
108 Inclement weather 

98 Clock was wrong 
91 Work at home 
90 Car trouble 
84 Bad roads 
79 Car wouldn’t start 
?6 Held up in previous class 
66 Bus was late 
47 Running errands 
46 Flat tire 
43 Ride didn’t come on time 
40 Bus trouble 
24 Ran out of gas 
18 Train on crossing 
13 Took someone to work 
11 Couldn’t get served at the cafe 

7 Church attendance 
6 Missed the bus 
6 Went to lavatory 

5 Thought it was Saturday 
4 Took someone home from work 
4 Sick or illness 
4 Electricity was off 
3 No excuse 
3 Mom didn’t call me 
3 Getting supplies from the locker 
3 Couldn’t get the locker open 

(continued on next page) 
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2 Working 

2 Bloody nose 

2 Real medical reasons 
2 Had to work before school 

2 Dinner wasn't prepared 
2 Went for a ride at noon 

2 Talked in the hall 

2 Didn't hear the bell 

1 Traffic jam 

1 Piano lessons 

1 Got sick between classes 

1 Coming from other building 

1 Slow lunch line at school 

1 Fake medical reasons 

1 Didn’t feel like coming 

1 Thought I left home on time 

1 Just slow 

1 Doctor or dental appointment 

1 Seeking employment 

1 Carelessness 

1 Tied up in other school activities 

1 Student walked, not on bus route 

1 Walked slow to school 

1 Didn’t feel like getting up 

1 Lost my shoe 

1 Thought there was no school 

1 Trying to find assignment in locker 
1 Babysitting 

1 Round up cattle that got out 

1 Playing on the playground 

1 Doing something for someone 

1 Don't know 

1 Help at home 

1 Jail 

III. Check the reasons listed which you would consider legitimate reasons 

for tardiness and therefore excuse them. 

Ill Bus was late 

101 Inclement weather 

99 Bad roads 
98 Bus trouble 

68 Car trouble 

65 Held up in previous class 
6l Flat tire 

44 Work at home 

44 Car wouldn’t start 

35 Train on crossing 

33 Church attendance 
17 Ran out of gas 

(continued on next page) 
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14 Traffic jam 

12 Ride didn’t come on time 

9 Clock was wrong 

7 Overslept 

5 Running errands 

5 Took someone to work 

3 Doctor or dental appointment 
2 Got lost 
1 Couldn’t get served at cafe 

1 Took someone home from work 

1 Illness 

1 Cattle out, had to round them up 

1 Missed bus 

1 Coming from the other building 

1 Slow lunch line in school 

1 Family emergency 

1 Medical reasons 

IV. Does your school punish the student in any way when he is tardy? 
Yes - 111. If so, what form of penalty is imposed on the student? 

37 Detention according to the time student was tardy 
29 Thirty minute detention for each tardiness 
19 Work around school for teacher or janitor 
15 Fifteen minute detention for each tardiness 
12 Have teachers give extra assignments in class 
7 Detention according to time missed after two or more tardinesses 
4 One hour for each tardiness 
4 Fifteen minute detention after three tardinesses 
3 Forty-five minutes for each tardiness 
3 Scolding 
3 Work missed graded as zero 
3 Demerit system (too many demerits results in suspension) 
2 A form of corporal punishment 

2 One hour depending on the person 

2 No opportunity to make up missed assignments 
2 Thirty minutes after four tardinesses 

2 Double the time missed 

2 Suspension for repeated tardiness 

2 Parental conference 

2 Reduce grade for three unexcused tardinesses 

1 Make up triple the time missed 

1 Make up five minutes for each minute tardy 

1 One day suspension if tardy four times in nine week period 
1 Report to office at 8:00 A.M. three consecutive mornings 

1 Two hours for each tardiness 

1 No exam exemption, no consideration for honors 

1 Unexcused make-up slip 

(continued on next page) 
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1 Writing penalty 

1 Loss of privileges and use of recreation room 

1 Penalty up to teacher’s discretion 

1 Not permitted to go to first class, counted absent from the class 

1 Thirty minutes for each minute tardy 

1 Make up work missed 

1 Thirty minutes after the sixth time 

1 One hour for the third time, two hours for the fourth, suspension 

1 One tardy lowers grade one point, two tardies two points, three 

tardies a letter grade 
1 Thirty minute detention for habituals, suspension 

1 Parents notified after third tardy, three tardies equals one 

unexcused absence 
1 Counted absent for a half day, 3% loss in grade for subjects of 

the half day 

1 Fifteen minutes or three times the time missed, whichever greater 

1 Refuse admittance to class after warning, 3% off grade 
1 Detention or work according to student 

1 First time fifteen minutes, second time thirty 

1 Suspension for five days upon third tardiness 

1 Chronic offenders one to two hours, parents to school 

1 Write a 300 word theme after the second tardiness 

1 Exclude from class, remain in study hall, no privileges 

V. What recommendation do you make to decrease the number of tardinesses 

in high school? 

18 Uniform and strict practice followed by all teachers 

10 Detention 

10 Parental cooperation and education 

6 Instill sense of responsibility and punctuality 

4 Impress parents, public, students with punctuality 

4 Increase outside work 

4 Contact parents 

4 Scolding or harping 

3 Severe penalty or punishment 
3 Special recognition for punctuality 
2 Make school so interesting student won’t miss 
2 Develop healthy student-parent-teacher rapport 

2 Reminder of tardiness regulations 
2 Help student schedule himself to start early enough 

2 Deduct from the grades 
2 Loss of privileges 

1 Strictness in the office 

1 Stop class attendance for the student 

1 Proper administrative attitude 

1 Corporal punishment if tardiness is a real problem 

1 Lengthen passing time between classes 

(continued on next page) 
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1 Send the student home 

1 Repeaters have conference in office - some with parents 

1 Better roads for a bus 

1 Suspension after a few times 

1 Suspension if detention missed, call parents to school 

1 Improve student morale 

1 Counseling in guidance office 

1 Unexcused tardiness considered in evaluating citizenship 


